Concurrent Session Block #1
JUNE 11 @ 6:45-7:30 PM US PACIFIC TIME
"Channeling Personal Transformation
into Collective Transformation"
Mindful Valley promotes social
transformation and collective healing in
Qingdao, China, through weekly meeting
circles focused on building self-esteem,
recollecting self-compassion, and
healing the inner child.
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"Peaceful Coexistence in Diversity"
The BEAM BEEs Club's annual conference
creates a space for marginalized
Burmese and Thai youth to explore,
engage, and empower each other to
create sustainable solutions for a more
peaceful and diverse society.
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"Education Beyond Crisis"
LANN is a peer resource center where
Me Zin Anawar
people can inspire each other and
access quality and critical education for
everyone in Myanmar, because
education plays a key role in shaping a
Su Han
better future.
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"Education: The Game Changer of the Community"
Sone See Yar Academy is an educational platform
that allows Myanmar's students to access low-cost
continuing education, as well as provides technical
support for teachers who want to start hosting their
own online classes. Sone See Yar is working to shift
how education is delivered in Myanmar.

Concurrent Session Block #2
JUNE 11 @ 7:45-8:30 PM US PACIFIC TIME
"Ending Discrimination Among
Myanmar's Diverse Ethnicities"
We Are One is dedicated to fighting
discrimination and encouraging people
to adopt the mindset that we are all
humans living in the same country,
through the use of comics, podcasts,
discussions and civic training.
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"Starting a Special Education
System in Myanmar"
Thit Eain Education aims to foster an
Hay Mar
inclusive education system in Myanmar
and raise awareness among educators and
the public about new and creative ways to
support learners with special needs.
"Re-Create: Creative Campaigns for
Social Good"
VIA Indonesia's Re-create project invites
Rizky Aljaza
youth across Indonesia to take a closer
look and interact with their communities
by using media and art to promote action
on social media. This project will provide a
series of professional mentorship to
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support them to take action.
"Demi Masa: For the Sake of Others"
Demi Masa Institute, based in Indonesia, is
a community engaged in public speaking,
media literacy, and data journalism
training. They believe that public speaking
skills also helps individuals develop
emotional intelligence, oral
communication, and leadership skills.
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